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Abstract

Genetic data are being generated at unprecedented rates. Policies of many journals, institutions and funding bodies aim to ensure that these data are publicly archived so that published results are reproducible. Additionally, publicly archived data can be ‘repurposed’ to address new questions in the future. In 2011, along with other leading journals in ecology and evolution, Molecular Ecology implemented mandatory public data archiving (the Joint Data Archiving Policy). To evaluate the effect of this policy, we assessed the genetic, spatial and temporal data archived for 419 data sets from 289 articles in Molecular Ecology from 2009 to 2013. We then determined whether archived data could be used to reproduce analyses as presented in the manuscript. We found that the journal’s mandatory archiving policy has had a substantial positive impact, increasing genetic data archiving from 49 (pre-2011) to 98% (2011–present). However, 31% of publicly archived genetic data sets could not be recreated based on information supplied in either the manuscript or public archives, with incomplete data or inconsistent codes linking genetic data and metadata as the primary reasons. While the majority of articles did provide some geographic information, 40% did not provide this information as geographic coordinates. Furthermore, a large proportion of articles did not contain any information regarding date of sampling (40%). Although the inclusion of spatio-temporal data does require an increase in effort, we argue that the enduring value of publicly accessible genetic data to the molecular ecology field is greatly compromised when such metadata are not archived alongside genetic data.
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Introduction

Molecular ecology is a rapidly growing field, and genetic data are being generated at an exponential rate (Kodama et al. 2012; Parr et al. 2012). Reliable archiving and public access to such data are essential to allow the reproducibility of published research to be assessed, a central tenet of science. Furthermore, data archives with public access can support the application of new statistical approaches, syntheses across studies, and allow the ‘repurposing’ of data, that is enabling researchers to address questions that differ from those for which the data were originally collected (Sidlauskas et al. 2010; Stoltzfus et al. 2012).

Molecular ecology encompasses a broad range of topics, illustrated by the sections of this journal. Questions aligning with different topics can often be addressed using the same genetic markers (see Fig. S1, Supporting information), providing extensive opportunities for genetic data to be repurposed in this field. Examples of data repurposing include the construction of megaphylogenies (e.g. the open tree of life project – http://blog.opentreeoflife.org/), delineating genetic ‘hot spots’ (e.g. Vandergast et al. 2008; Wood et al. 2012), testing the generality of the central-margin hypothesis (Eckert et al. 2008) and predicting the spread of invasive species (Gaither et al. 2013), to name but a few. The future value of spatio-temporal genetic data to investigating questions such as the impact of climate change, the ongoing biodiversity crisis and disease spread is incalculable.

In 2011, Molecular Ecology entered into the Joint Data Archiving Policy (http://datadryad.org/pages/jdap) motivated by low voluntary rates of public data archiving among contributors (Rausher et al. 2010); the JDAP calls for published studies to be reproducible and to facilitate data reuse (see Box 1). Several ‘best-practice guides’ and recommendations for the provisioning of genetic data and metadata have been contributed (e.g. Leebens-Mack et al. 2006; Whitlock 2011; White et al. 2013; Cranston et al. 2014). Multilocus genotypes and/or DNA sequences identifiable to the level of individual (i.e. individual-based genetic data) are preferable for assessing both the reproducibility of
Box 1. The Joint Data Archiving Policy (JDAP) describes a requirement that data supporting publications be publicly available. This policy was adopted in a joint and coordinated fashion by many leading journals in the field of evolution in 2011 (Rauscher et al. 2010), and JDAP has since been adopted by additional journals across various disciplines.

**Molecular ecology policy on data archiving**

Data are important products of the scientific enterprise, and they should be preserved and usable for decades in the future. As such, *Molecular Ecology* requires authors to archive the data supporting their results and conclusions along with sufficient details so that a third party can interpret them correctly. Studies with exemplary data and code archiving are more valuable for future research and, all else being equal, will be given higher priority for publication. Data should be archived in an appropriate public archive, such as GenBank, Gene Expression Omnibus, TreeBASE, Dryad, the Knowledge Network for Biocomplexity, and your own institutional or funder repository, or as Supporting Information on the *Molecular Ecology* website. The utility of archived data is greatly enhanced when the scripts and input files used in the analyses are also made available. Given that scripts may be a mix of proprietary and freely available code, their deposition is not compulsory, but we nonetheless strongly encourage authors to make these scripts available whenever possible. As discussed by Whitlock et al. (2010), accurate interpretation of data will likely 'require a short additional text document, with details specifying the meaning of each column in the data set. The preparation of such shareable data sets will be easiest if these files are prepared as part of the data analysis phase of the preparation of the paper, rather than after acceptance of a manuscript'. For additional guidelines on data deposition best practice, please visit http://datadryad.org/depositing. Data must be publicly available at the time of publication. Embargos may be granted in exceptional instances at the discretion of the Managing Editors. Exemptions to this policy may also be granted, especially for sensitive information such as human subject data or the location of endangered species.

Published research and reuse (discussed in Whitlock 2011). It is more difficult, however, to specify which metadata may be relevant for the reproducibility of a study and/or future repurposing of genetic data. Nonetheless, spatio-temporal information, such as the location and time of genetic sampling, is of central importance to most ecological and evolutionary studies, and their inclusion is certain to expand the scope for future data reuse or repurpose.

Despite the universal nature of geographic and temporal information, there is often no requirement for these metadata to be associated with genetic data by existing public databases, journals or institutions. For example, since 2005, DNA sequences submitted to the National Centre for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) have been encouraged, but not required, to contain geographic information. Voluntary inclusion of this information appears limited, with fewer than 7% of sequences for ‘barcoding genes’ submitted to NCBI since mid-2011 containing geographic coordinates (Marques et al. 2013). However, some data archives do require such metadata to be deposited and linked to genetic data (e.g. Metagenomics Analysis Server, http://press.igsb.anl.gov/mg-rast/metadata-in-mg-rast/, requires latitude and longitude, but not time; the NCBI Bioproject requires both spatial and temporal information, Dugan et al. 2014). How biological databases should cross-communicate and how genetic and biodiversity ontologies can support such information exchange has been an active topic of discussion and implementation. For example, Gene Ontology (GO) standards promote the exchange of information among the GO Consortium, including FlyBase, WormBase, J Craig Venter Institute and Mouse Genome Informatics (http://geneontology.org/page/go-consortium-contributors-list). Similarly, metadata standards such as the Darwin Core underpin biodiversity databases such as the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF) and the Ocean Biogeographic Information System (OBIS). The need for more inclusive standards that encompass all aspects of biodiversity, including genetic biodiversity, is recognized, and such standards are under development (Yilmaz et al. 2011; Walls et al. 2014).

At present, there are no universal genetic or biodiversity databases to suit the variety of studies published in *Molecular Ecology*, and NCBI and DataDryad are currently the most used archive facilities for this journal (based on studies reviewed herein). NCBI has provided an immense resource to molecular ecologists via their restricted entry format and active data quality-checking facilities, enabling uniform and programmatic data retrieval. On the other hand, DataDryad provides a platform that allows the user to provide any data in any format. While this flexibility is extremely useful, it becomes difficult to assess exactly which data have been archived without an informative, accompanying text or key. Furthermore, although geographic and temporal information is sometimes contained within a publication, differences between reference codes used in metadata and genetic data files can render this information useless. While it is possible to contact the original authors to obtain data, this approach was found to have low success in other areas of genetic research (Magee et al. 2014).

Increasingly, the importance of public data archiving is being recognized by funding bodies (e.g. National Institutes of Health 2003, National Science Foundation, Natural
Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada, National Environment Research Council of the UK, The Austrian Science Fund, the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft in Germany, and Australian Research Council 2013), universities and journals (Moore et al. 2010; Fairbairn 2011; Baker 2013; Lin & Strasser 2014). A dramatic increase in public archiving of genetic data has resulted from these institutional policies (Vines et al. 2013). However, the importance of archiving associated metadata is less recognized. Consequently, while great progress has been made towards the public availability of genetic data, the lack of emphasis on provision of associated information, such as geographic location and time of sampling, may impede our ability to fully reproduce such studies or use their genetic data in new ways (Anonymous, 2008).

Given that Molecular Ecology was one of the first journals in evolution and ecology to adopt a mandatory public data access policy, here we gauge the impact of this policy on public archiving of genetic data. Then, given the importance of geographic and temporal information to many ecological and evolutionary studies, we evaluate the extent to which spatio-temporal data associated with genetic data are being made publicly available by the molecular ecology community. To do this, we examined manuscripts from 20 issues of Molecular Ecology from 2009 to 2013. For these articles, we determined the following: Have genetic data been made publicly available? Could the analyses presented be reproduced based on the total information made publicly available? Has geographic or temporal information been provided and at what scale? What is the scope for repurposing the associated data for future studies?

Methods

We examined all original articles containing newly generated genetic data from 20 issues of Molecular Ecology in the 2009 to 2013 period (two issues from July, and two from December each year), a total of 289 articles. Many articles utilized multiple markers, which were often archived differently. From 289 articles, we obtained 419 genetic data sets (one data set for each different genetic marker used in each manuscript) for which we assessed public archiving rates as well as the ability to ‘reproduce’ analyses based on the provision of genetic data and spatial and temporal sampling information.

We defined articles as having ‘publicly available’ genetic data if any genetic data were lodged in a public repository (e.g. NCBI, DataDryad) or provided as supplementary material on the journal website; thus, our criterion for publicly available data was very lenient. We searched the text of each article for reference to public data archives and, for articles published after 2011, utilized the ‘Data Accessibility’ section. We recorded the following: genetic marker type, type of genetic data archived (e.g. individual, population level), and the location of the genetic data if it had been archived.

To address the ‘reproducibility’ of an article, we assessed whether the genetic data could be recreated and whether sufficient metadata had been provided such that all the analyses presented in that article could be reproduced. As different public archiving practices are often used for different genetic marker types (e.g. sequences versus microsatellites), and rates of public archiving have varied for different genetic marker types over time, genetic data were considered at the level of data set. For articles that included links or references to publicly available genetic data files, we started by examining these files and applied a simple set of criteria to gauge whether it would be possible to recreate the original genetic data set(s): (i) reference codes used to identify individuals in the publicly archived genetic data had to match those used in the manuscript or a linking file, and (ii) individual genetic data could be determined. For multilocus nuclear markers, if only summary allele frequencies were provided, the data set was not deemed recreatable as full genotypes with linkage relationships could not be inferred. For DNA sequence-based studies where only unique sequences were archived, data sets were only considered recreatable if haplotype frequencies and sample sizes were provided, allowing individual genetic data to be recreated. Haplotype information provided non-numERICally, such as pie graphs, was not considered sufficient for reconstructing genotypes. For phylogenetic studies, a single sequence per species was sufficient to meet the recreatable genetic data set criterion.

The ability to recreate the relevant genetic data set(s) (using data set criteria described previously) was deemed essential for an article to be considered ‘reproducible’. In some cases, article ‘reproducibility’ only required that the genetic data set(s) were recreatable, for instance when spatial and temporal information was irrelevant to the study objectives. In other cases, spatial and/or temporal information of an appropriate scale (i.e. metadata) was also required for the analyses to be reproducible. If these metadata were not provided at a sufficiently accurate scale to allow the presented analyses to be performed, the article was not classed as recreatable. Because we did not recreate the actual presented analyses, our assessment of complete article-level reproducibility is certain to be upwardly biased.

We examined the number of articles for which spatio-temporal metadata were provided, and assessed the precision of these data. We excluded a small number of articles for which it could be argued that geography was not relevant (e.g. laboratory/methodological/within-population studies); thus, 252 articles were examined for spatio-temporal metadata. As with genetic data, all publicly available materials, including the text of the article, supplementary text and publically archived data, were searched to determine whether geographic or temporal information was provided. When geographic information was present, we categorized its level of precision:
Where geographic information was provided as text only, we defined this as two categories: ‘locality’ and ‘region’. Text was classified as ‘region’ if the area specified was ‘large’, for example ocean, country, state, region, or province; otherwise, it was classed as ‘locality’ (town, district, etc.).

Where coordinates were provided (latitude, longitude or UTM), we defined their precision using three categories:

- $>100$ km (degrees only);
- $1-100$ km (degrees up to two decimal places, or minutes); and
- $<1$ km (remaining).

Where geographic information was provided using an undefined coordinate system, if only a map was provided with no text, this was categorized as ‘other’.

Where a record was provided of the time of sampling, we categorized the precision as: year range, year, and more accurate than a year (year). In the majority of articles, the same spatio-temporal information applied to all data sets within the article. In the small number of cases where spatio-temporal information differed between data sets (9 of 252), the more precise spatio-temporal data were used.

Finally, to examine the potential to ‘repurpose’ archived data, we combined information on publicly archived genetic data sets that provided linking codes and individual genetic data (‘recreatable’ genetic data sets), with information on spatio-temporal metadata, for articles published post-JDAP. We plotted the number of recreatable data sets for which geographic and temporal information was provided at various levels of precision, providing an indication of the extent to which genetic data sets and accompanying spatio-temporal data are available for ‘repurposing’.

Results

Many articles contained multiple data sets and used more than one public database to store their genetic data. Nearly half of the articles examined stored some data in NCBI (147/289; 47%). The majority of DNA sequence data sets were stored in NCBI (133/156; 85%), and 45% of these included some kind of geographic information in NCBI itself (60 of 156 sequence data sets), although this was generally ‘country’. The second most commonly used public database was DataDryad (112/289; 39%).

Public archiving of data increased greatly over the 5-year period examined, starting at 49% and ending at 98% (based on 289 articles, Fig. 1a). This gain was primarily due to increased public archiving of non-DNA sequence data such as microsatellite and SNP genotypes (Fig. S2, Supporting information). While public archiving rates improved over time, increasing the overall proportion of genetic data sets that could be ‘recreated’, other issues remained steady: in addition to data sets with no public archiving (72/419; 12%), 19% failed to provide individual level genetic data (79/419) and 10% did not provide a link between codes used in the manuscript and those used in the archived data (43/419), with some studies failing to provide both codes and individual genotypes (Fig. 1b). In summary, 31% of genetic data sets that have nominally been publically archived could not be recreated (106/347). Articles evaluated as presenting completely reproducible analyses also increased over time, although again the proportion was not as great as might be expected given public data archiving rates (18–72%; Fig. 1a). Restricting consideration to only those articles that included public data archiving (242 articles), only 41% (100) presented fully reproducible analyses.

In contrast to the gains in genetic data archiving, the provisioning of geographic and temporal data changed little from 2009 to 2013 (Fig. 1c, d). All articles for which geography was deemed relevant provided geographic information of some kind. However, over a third of articles provided geographic information as text only (90/252, 36%), with 18% describing geography in the text at a regional-level only (ocean, country, state, region or province; 45/252). Only 60% of articles provided geographic coordinates (151/252). There has been an increase in the level of precision of geographic coordinates when provided (<1 km increased from 29 to 46%); however, the overall rate of latitude and longitude reporting has remained steady (Fig. 1c). Similarly, reporting of time of sampling remained fairly constant (Fig. 1d). Around 40% of articles did not provide any temporal information (100/252), and many provided only a range of years (50/252, 20%). Thus, only 40% of articles (102/252) reported year of sampling (or greater precision).

For genetic data sets from 2011 onwards that were able to be recreated (178 from a total of 228 geographically relevant data sets, Fig. 2a), Fig. 2(b) illustrates the varying levels of precision of archived spatio-temporal metadata. The proportion of data sets available for repurposing will vary depending on the spatio-temporal needs of the new study. If temporal information is not required and if authors are willing to use locality text information, in addition to geographic coordinates, a large proportion of recreatable data sets could be reused (83%; 148/178). However, if latitude and longitude are required, fewer data sets are repurposeable (64%; 115/178), and if latitude and longitude along with year of sampling or better are desired, a much smaller pool of data sets are available for repurposing (21%; 35/178).

Discussion

Policies mandating public data archiving have clearly increased archiving of genetic data, as shown in Fig. 1 (see also Vines et al. 2013). These developments in Molecular Ecology align with a sociological shift towards data sharing in ecology and evolution (e.g. Jones et al. 2006; Poisot et al. 2013, and discussed in Constable et al. 2010). In general, researchers in the fields of molecular ecology, phylogenetics and genomics have accepted this practice as fundamental to the requirement of reproducibility in science. Several institutions exist with the intention of making molecular genetic data publically accessible (e.g. NCBI, EBI, data-dryad.org, http://www.free-the-data.org/ etc.); however,
data utility and linkages to other biodiversity databases are limited by submission formats and ontologies (Yilmaz et al. 2011; Walls et al. 2014). We argue that in order for molecular ecological data to be truly accessible to the public, at a minimum, individual genotypes should be recoverable and linked to geographic and temporal information. Our study indicates that voluntary rates of supplying this information was provided such that all analyses presented in the original article could be reproduced (see text for a full definition). (b) Rates of genetic data set archiving over time (n = 419). Genetic data sets were assessed as ‘recreatable’, and if not, the reason this was classed as either: no public archive of genetic data, incomplete linking codes, no individual genetic data, or both no linking codes and no individual genetic data. c) Precision of geographic information in articles over time. For articles where geography was relevant (i.e. not captive bred/experimental, a total of 252 articles), we determined with what precision geographic information was made available: ‘nothing/other’, text only regional, text only locality, or coordinates > 100 km, 1–100 km, and < 1 km precision. d) Precision of time of sampling information over time. Articles where time of sampling was relevant (252 articles) were graded on the amount of information provided: nothing, a range of years, year, and greater precision than a year.

Fig. 1 Public availability of genetic data and associated spatio-temporal information. Results are based on all articles in both July and December issues for the year indicated (289 articles). (a) Rates of public data archiving and ‘reproducibility’ over time. ‘Public genetic data’ refers to the deposition of any kind of genetic data in a public database or publication. ‘Article reproducible’ refers to articles for which sufficient information was presented such that all analyses presented in the original article could be reproduced (see text for a full definition). (b) Rates of genetic data set archiving over time (n = 419). Genetic data sets were assessed as ‘recreatable’, and if not, the reason this was classed as either: no public archive of genetic data, incomplete linking codes, no individual genetic data, or both no linking codes and no individual genetic data. c) Precision of geographic information in articles over time. For articles where geography was relevant (i.e. not captive bred/experimental, a total of 252 articles), we determined with what precision geographic information was made available: ‘nothing/other’, text only regional, text only locality, or coordinates > 100 km, 1–100 km, and < 1 km precision. d) Precision of time of sampling information over time. Articles where time of sampling was relevant (252 articles) were graded on the amount of information provided: nothing, a range of years, year, and greater precision than a year.

There are many reasons why spatio-temporal metadata may not be associated with genetic data. The location of samples may not be deemed relevant, such as for captively reared or artificially selected organisms. In other cases, the original time and place of genetic sampling will be unknown. This might occur where samples have been ‘inherited’ from previous projects, deposited in museums with locality unknown, or collected in such a manner that a precise locality cannot be determined (e.g. markets). Occasionally, locations of endangered species or sites of archaeological importance might be withheld from public release (see Rauscher et al. 2010).

In other cases, the place and time of genetic sampling are known, but these metadata are not publically archived. Data submission can be a lengthy process, and fast ways to
include metadata are often not obvious. Many popular population genetic data formats have no method for appending metadata (e.g. Arlequin, GENEPOP, Nexus and STRUCTURE formats). Some formats do, however, allow the inclusion of spatial information (GENALEX, Peakall & Smouse 2006; geneGIS, Dick et al. 2014; TESS, Chen et al. 2007). Unfortunately, for many of the loci employed in molecular ecology studies (especially microsatellites and AFLPs), there are no standard data repositories; thus, extra care is required in preparing archived files for these data. Additionally, because manuscript acceptance is typically decoupled from public data submission, often changes in the reference codes linking genetic data to metadata creep in during the revision process.

To improve the standards of public genetic data and spatio-temporal metadata in our field will require the effort of all parties: authors, reviewers, journals, institutions, public data repositories and the Molecular Ecology community as a whole. Based on the results from this study, we recommend that best practice for genetic data archiving for most Molecular Ecology studies (consistent with the JDAP) should include the following: (i) genetic data files that present individual genotypes, (ii) unified reference codes identifying individuals across any archived data sets from a single publication, (iii) year (ideally date) of sampling, and (iv) sampling locations provided as geographic coordinates.

In particular, we stress the need for higher community standards regarding geographic reporting with the expectation that spatial information be provided as georeferenced coordinates (presently missing in 40% of examined articles). The best practice for spatial data should include both a text description of the locality and geographic coordinates (including a description of the system used), as several location names are shared worldwide (e.g. Bird Rock), and/or only locally known (e.g. Bob’s corner; discussed in an Anonymous 2008). In some locations, the use and precision of GPS is limited due to signal weakness and/or disturbance (i.e. underwater, under forest canopy, little satellite coverage). However, in such situations, geographic coordinates can be complemented with an estimate of spatial uncertainty. Tools to facilitate the estimation of uncertainty are available (e.g. GeoLocate, http://www.museum.tulane.edu/geolocate/) and are already incorporated in record keeping protocols for other forms of biological data (e.g. VertNet, Constable et al. 2010).

Preferably, genetic data should be deposited in appropriate repositories, rather than as supplemental files, which have been shown to decay over time (Evangelou et al. 2005; Anderson et al. 2006). Structured repositories with controlled ontologies can be efficiently queried and searched by end-users, and there are growing efforts to link genetic and other biodiversity databases via shared ontologies (see Introduction), preserving long-term value to the field. Where possible, spatial and temporal information should accompany database submissions; for example, these data can be included in NCBI records. In the short term, however, many Molecular Ecology data will not find an obvious home in a structured repository, and thus, flexible methods of data archiving (such as DataDryad) are extremely valuable. We recommend that authors prepare files in line with the recommendations listed above (utilizing commonly used genotype based files, consistent codes, date and location of sampling) along with an overarching readme file (see Whitlock et al. 2010) and review these files at the time of final submission. A quick check that these minimal elements are available could be undertaken by handling editors (based on our reviews of studies here, we found that well-prepared files can be summarily checked in a few minutes).

The last 5 years have shown a massive increase in the public archiving of genetic data. Despite these positive developments, many of the studies published in Molecular Ecology today are not reproducible, a central tenet of public archiving. Molecular Ecology represents one of the leaders in the call for essential data archiving, so this situation is likely worse for journals without clear and enforced data access policies. Additionally, many studies do not include geographic coordinates, or even year of sampling, restricting the future reuse of these genetic data. We advocate ‘a
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higher expectation for the quality and quantity of descriptive data’ (Field 2008). How this is best achieved is open to debate. Whether higher rates and quality of spatio-temporal data can be achieved through raised awareness and standards, without explicit mandates, remains to be seen. We do know that careful archiving of genetic data with associated spatio-temporal data now will result in a much more valuable legacy for future research. To fully realize the future potential of this data legacy, there should now be a greater push to link spatio-temporal metadata to genetic data and to develop standards and repositories that facilitate data deposition, curation and searchability.
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